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Abstract
Let H be a hypergraph with N vertices and average degree d . Suppose that the neighborhoods
of H are sparse, then its independence number is at least cN(log d/d), where c > 0 is a constant.
In particular, let integers r ≥ 3 and n ≥ 1 be fixed, and letH be r -uniform, triangle-free and linear,
then its independence number is at least cN logn d/d for all sufficiently large d .
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1. Introduction
Let H = (V , E) be a hypergraph. Its edge set E is a collection of subsets of V , the
cardinality of E , namely, the number of edges of H, will be denoted by m(H ). In order to
avoid triviality, we assume that any edge ofH contains at least two vertices. For any vertex
v ∈ V , the degree of v, denoted by dv , is the number of edges that contain v. Let N(v) be
the neighborhood of v, namely, the set of all neighbors of v. Set Dv = |N(v)|. Let U be
a subset of V . The sub-hypergraph of H induced by U has vertex set U and its edge set
consists of all edges ofH which contains vertices only in U . U is said to be independent if
it contains no edge, and U is said strongly independent if any pair of vertices of U are not
adjacent in H. The independence number of H is the maximum number of vertices in an
independent set of H, denoted by α(H). The strongly independence number, denoted by
αs(H) can be defined similarly. Clearly α(H) ≥ αs(H) since a strongly independent set
must be an independent set.
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A hypergraph is called r -uniform if any edge of it contains exactly r vertices. So a
2-uniform hypergraph is a graph. The independent set problem arises in a great variety of
applications, and thus has attracted tremendous efforts. Let G = (V , E) be a graph with N
vertices and average degree d . The famous Tura´n theorem asserts that α(G) ≥ N/(d + 1),
which has been improved by Caro [5] and Wei [13] as α(G) ≥∑v∈V 1/(1+dv), where dv
is the degree of v. A nice short proof of the result was given by Alon and Spencer [4]. Note
that
∑
1/(1 + dv) ≥ N/(1 + d) since the function 1/(1 + x) is convex. For locally sparse
graphs, Tura´n’s lower bound can be improved greatly. Ajtai, Erdo˝s, Komlo´s and Szemere´di
[1–3] proved that if G is a triangle-free graph with N vertices and average degree d , then
α(G) ≥ cN log d
d
, (1)
where and henceforth log x is natural algorithmic function and c > 0 is a constant. They
conjectured [2] that the constant can be 1 − o(1) as d → ∞. Griggs [7] improved that
c can be 1/2.4. Shearer finally improved the constant to 1 − o(1), thus confirming the
conjecture.
Theorem 1 (Shearer [12]). Let G be a triangle-free graph on N vertices with average
degree d. Then α ≥ N f (d), where
f (d) = d log d − d + 1
(d − 1)2 .
The above result was extended in [9, 10] as that if in a graph G with N vertices and
average degree d , any subgraph induced by a neighborhood has no vertex of degree m,
then
α(G) ≥ Ngm(d), (2)
where
gm(x) =
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)1/m
m + (x − m)t dt,
which is a positive function satisfying that gm(0) = 1 and
gm(x) >
log(x/m) − 1
x
(x > 0).
Note that g1(x) = f (x) is Shearer’s function. This result has more applications; see
[10, 11]. Caro and Tuza [6] proposed a problem how to extend the lower bound of form
α(G) ≥ cN log d/d on triangle-free graphs for hypergraphs. We shall solve their problem
in more general form.
2. Strong independence numbers
There is a natural connection between the strongly independent set of a hypergraph and
that of a graph. LetH = (V , E) be a hypergraph on N vertices. Define a graph G = (V , E)
on the same vertex set V ; any pair of vertices are adjacent in G if and only if they are
adjacent inH. Clearly, αs(H) = α(G).
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Suppose that the hypergraph G is r -uniform with r ≥ 2. Then
αs(H) ≥
∑
v∈V
1
1 + Dv ≥
N
1 + D ,
where D is the average value of Dv . Suppose that an r -uniform hypergraphH has average
degree d = (1/N)∑v∈V dv, then the corresponding graph G has average degree at most
(r − 1)d . If any sub-hypergraph induced by a neighborhood of H has maximum degree
at most m, then any subgraph induced by a neighborhood of G has a maximum at most
(r − 1)m. From (2),
αs(H) ≥ Ngt ((r − 1)d), (3)
where t = (r − 1)m + 1. Note
gt ((r − 1)d) ∼ log d
(r − 1)d
as r and m fixed and d → ∞, where ∼ denotes an asymptotic equality. This solves
the problem of Caro and Tuza easily since α(H) ≥ αs(H). A hypergraph is said to be
triangle-free if any sub-hypergraph induced by a neighborhoodH does not have any edge.
However, for a triangle-free hypergraphH, the graph G as constructed above may contain
triangles, so the results of Ajtai, Erdo˝s, Komlo´s and Szemer´di, and Shearer cannot be
applied directly. When Caro and Tuza proposed their problem, the lower bound (2) did
not appear. A hypergraphH is said to be linear if any pair of edges of H contain at most
one vertex in common. Three vertices v1, v2, v3 are said to form a triangle in H if there
are distinct edges E1, E2, E3 of H such that vi , vi+1 are contained in Ei . We shall obtain
a better result for linear triangle-free hypergraphs.
As usual, let B(p, q) = ∫ 10 (1 − t)p−1tq−1 dt denote the beta function with p, q > 0.
Set constants 0 < a ≤ 1, 0 ≤ b < 1, and B > 0 with
a = 1
(r − 1)2 , b =
r − 2
r − 1 , B = B(a, 1 − b),
and
fr (x) = 1B
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)a dt
tb[1 + (x − 1)t] .
Theorem 2. Let H be a triangle-free and r-uniform (r ≥ 2) linear hypergraph with
average degree d. Then its strong independence number αs(H) is at least N fr (d), where
N is the order ofH.
Let us derive some basic properties of the function fr (x) first. Note that f2(x) =
f (x) = (x log x − x + 1)/(x − 1)2, so Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2 (the
case that r = 2). Moreover, it is easy to see that fr (0) = 1 and fr (1) = 1/r .
Lemma 1. For r ≥ 2 and x ≥ 0, the function fr (x) satisfies the differential equation
(r − 1)2(x2 − x) f ′r (x) + [(r − 1)x + 1] fr (x) = 1. (4)
Moreover, fr (x) is positive, decreasing, and convex.
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Proof. By differentiating under the integral and then integrating by parts, we have
(x2 − x) f ′r (x) =
−(x2 − x)
B
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)at1−b
(1 + (x − 1)t)2 dt
= x
B
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)at1−b d
dt
(
1
1 + (x − 1)t
)
= −x
B
∫ 1
0
1
1 + (x − 1)t [(1 − t)
a(1 − b)t−b − a(1 − t)a−1t1−b] dt
= −(1 − b)x fr (x) + axB
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)a−1t1−b
1 + (x − 1)t dt
= −(1 − b)x fr (x) + aB
∫ 1
0
(
1
1 − t −
1
1 + (x − 1)t
)
× (1 − t)at−b dt
= −(1 − b)x fr (x) + a(1 − fr (x))
= −
(
1
r − 1 x +
1
(r − 1)2
)
fr (x) + 1
(r − 1)2 ,
which follows by the differential equation mentioned. The monotonicity and convexity can
be seen by repeated differentiation under the integral. 
Lemma 2. Let fr (x) be defined as above, then
fr (x) ≥ log x
r(x − 1) (x > 1).
Proof. Set ϕ(t) = (1 − t)a/tb, ψ(t) = 1/(1 + (x − 1)t). Then ϕ(t) and ψ(t) are both
integrable and decreasing on (0, 1). By ˇCebysˇev’s inequality, we have
fr (x) = 1B(a, 1 − b)
∫ 1
0
ϕ(t)ψ(t) dt
≥ 1
B(a, 1 − b)
∫ 1
0
ϕ(t) dt
∫ 1
0
ψ(t) dt
= 1
B(a, 1 − b)
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)a
tb
dt
∫ 1
0
1
1 + (x − 1)t dt
= B(a + 1, 1 − b)
B(a, 1 − b)
log x
x − 1
= a log x
(a + 1 − b)(x − 1)
= log x
r(x − 1) .
Furthermore, fr (x)/(log x/x) can be arbitrarily large as r ≥ 3 fixed and x → ∞. In
fact, we have the following lemma: 
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Lemma 3. Let integers r ≥ 3 and n ≥ 1 be fixed. Then for all sufficiently large x,
fr (x) > log
n x
x
.
Proof. In fact, we claim that as x → ∞,
fr (x) ≥ (1 − o(1))c(r, n) log
n x
x
,
where c(r, n) = bn−1/(n!r) with b = (r − 2)/(r − 1).
We will use the induction on n. By Lemma 2, the claim is true for n = 1 and
x fr (x) → ∞ as x → ∞. For n ≥ 2, using the Eq. (4) and the L’Hospital’s rule, we
have
x fr (x)
logn x
∼ fr (x) + x f
′
r (x)
n logn−1 x/x
= x fr (x)
n logn−1 x
+ x[1 − ((r − 1)x + 1) fr (x)]
n(r − 1)2(x − 1) logn−1 x
= x
n(r − 1)2(x − 1) logn−1 x +
(r − 1)(r − 2)x2 − (r2 − 2r + 2)x
n(r − 1)2(x − 1) logn−1 x fr (x).
The first term tends to zero and the second term is asymptotically equal to
(r − 2)x
n(r − 1) logn−1 x fr (x) ≥ (1 − o(1))
r − 2
n(r − 1)c(r, n − 1)
= (1 − o(1))c(r, n),
the required claim follows immediately.
Now, apply what just proved on n + 1, we have
fr (x) ≥ (1 − o(1))c(r, n + 1) log
n+1 x
x
>
logn x
x
for all sufficiently large x . 
Remark. We cannot prove or disprove if x1/(r−1)+ε fr (x) → ∞, where ε > 0 is
sufficiently small.
Proof of Theorem 2. We prove by induction on N , the number of vertices ofH. If N ≤ r ,
then d = 0 or d = 1. From the facts that fr (0) = 1 and fr (1) = 1/r , we have
αs(H) = N fr (0) or αs(H) = 1 = N fr (1).
Let v be an arbitrary vertex inH. If N = Dv +1,H is a star, and d = (dv + N −1)/N ≥
1. Since fr (x) is decreasing, 1/r = fr (1) ≥ fr (d). Moreover, sinceH is triangle-free and
linear, αs(H) = dv = (N − 1)/(r − 1) ≥ (N/r) = N fr (1) ≥ N fr (d). So in the following
we assume that N ≥ Dv + 2.
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Put d¯v = 1/Dv∑w∈N(v) dw. Since
1
N
∑
v∈V
dvd¯v = 1N
∑
v∈V
dv

 1
Dv
∑
w∈N(v)
dw

 = 1
N(r − 1)
∑
v∈V
∑
w∈N(v)
dw
= 1
N
∑
v∈V
d2v ≥ d2.
Combining the above inequality and the fact that f ′r (d) < 0, we have that
1
N
∑
v∈V
{1 + [(−rdv − r(r − 1)dvd¯v + r(r − 1)dv + (r − 1)ddv + d] f ′r (d)}
≥ 1 + [−rd − r(r − 1)d2 + r(r − 1)d + (r − 1)d2 + d] f ′r (d)
= 1 + (r − 1)2(d − d2) f ′r (d)
= ((r − 1)d + 1) fr (d) (By Lemma 1.)
= 1
N
∑
v∈V
((r − 1)dv + 1) fr (d).
So we can choose a vertex (say v) inH such that
[(r − 1)dv + 1] fr (d) ≤ 1 + [−rdv − r(r − 1)dvd¯v
+ r(r − 1)dv + d(r − 1)dv + d] f ′r (d).
SinceH is linear, so Dv = (r − 1)dv , hence
(Dv + 1) fr (d) ≤ 1 + [−rdv − r Dv d¯v + r Dv + d Dv + d] f ′r (d). (∗)
LetH′ be the hypergraph formed fromH by deleting v and all its neighbors. Note that
H′ is also triangle-free and linear. Now the number of vertices of H′ is N − Dv − 1; and
the number of edges ofH′ is equal to m(H) − |M|, where
M = {E ∈ E(H) : E ∩ ({v} ∪ N(v)) = ∅}.
SinceH is linear, we have that
|M| = dv +
∑
w∈N(v)
(dw − 1) = dv + Dv d¯v − Dv.
So m(H′) = (1/r)Nd − dv − Dv d¯v + Dv . Let d ′ be the average degree ofH′, then
d ′ = r
N − Dv − 1m(H
′) = r
N − Dv − 1
(
1
r
Nd − dv − Dv d¯v + Dv
)
.
By the induction hypothesis,H′ has a strongly independent set with cardinality at least
(N − Dv − 1) fr (d ′). Hence by adding v we obtain a strongly independent set in H,
whose cardinality is at least 1 + (N − Dv − 1) fr (d ′). Now since fr (x) is convex, we
have fr (d ′) ≥ fr (d) + (d ′ − d) f ′r (d). Therefore
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αs(H) ≥ 1 + (N − Dv − 1) fr (d ′) ≥ 1 + (N − Dv − 1)[ fr (d) + (d ′ − d) f ′r (d)].
(∗∗)
By combining (∗) and (∗∗), we get that αs(H) ≥ N fr (d). 
Let r(3, n) be the Ramsey number of K3 vs. Kn . A well known technique shows
that a lower bound of form α(G) ≥ (c − o(1))N log d/d for triangle-free graphs on
N vertices implies that r(3, n) ≤ (1/c + o(1))n2/ log n. Kim [8] proved that r(3, n) ≥
(1/162 − o(1))n2/ log n. So the constant c in (1) cannot be improved arbitrarily. In fact,
it is believed that best constant is (1 − o(1)) conjectured by Ajtai et al. as mentioned.
However, the situation is totally different for uniform and triangle-free linear hypergraphs.
Corollary 1. Let integers r ≥ 3 and n ≥ 1, and real ε > 0 be fixed. There exists
d0 = d0(ε) > 0 such that ifH is an r-uniform (r ≥ 3) and triangle-free linear hypergraph
with N vertices and average degree d > d0, then
αs(H) ≥ (1 − ε)c(r, n)N log
n d
d
,
where c(r, n) > 0 is the constant defined in Lemma 3.
3. Independence numbers
Theorem 3. LetH be an r-uniform hypergraph of order N. If any sub-hypergraph induced
by a neighborhood has maximum degree is at most m, then its independence number α(H)
is at least Ngrm+1(2d/r), where d is the average degree ofH.
Proof. For the given graph H = (V , E), define a graph G = (V , E) with vertex set V ,
and choose an arbitrary pair of vertices in each edge in E forming an edge of G. It is easy
to see that any independent set of G is an independent set of G and |E | ≤ |E |. Denote by
dv and d ′v for the degrees of v inH and G, respectively. Then d ′v ≤ dv. Denote by d and d ′
for the average value of dv and d ′v , we have
d ′ = 1
N
∑
v∈V
d ′v =
2
N
|E | ≤ 2
N
|E | = 2
r N
∑
e∈E
|e| = 2
r N
∑
v∈V
dv = 2
r
d.
For any vertex v, consider the subgraph induced by neighborhood of v in G, its maximum
degree is at most rm. From (2), we have
α(G) ≥ Ngrm+1(2d/r),
the required statement follows from the fact that α(G) ≥ α(G). 
Note
grm+1(2d/r) ∼ r log d2 d
as r and m fixed and d → ∞.
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